
 

 

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF DELAWARE 
 
PRESTON HOLLOW CAPITAL LLC,  
 

Plaintiff, 
 

v. 
 
NUVEEN LLC, NUVEEN 
INVESTMENTS, INC., NUVEEN 
SECURITIES LLC, and NUVEEN 
ASSET MANAGEMENT LLC, 
 

Defendants. 

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
 

C.A. No. N19C-10-107 MMJ [CCLD]  
 
Fourth Cause of Action 
(Defamation) Only; Transferred 
from the Court of Chancery, C.A. 
No. 2019-0169 SG, Pursuant to 10 
Del. C. § 1902; the Court of 
Chancery’s August 13, 2019 
Opinion and Order and its transfer 
Order dated October 11, 2019 
 
TRIAL BY JURY OF  
TWELVE DEMANDED 
 

 
SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL AND AMENDED VERIFIED COMPLAINT 

Plaintiff Preston Hollow Capital LLC (“Plaintiff” or “Preston Hollow”) 

by its attorneys, for its Complaint against Defendants Nuveen LLC, Nuveen 

Investments, Inc., Nuveen Securities LLC, and Nuveen Asset Management LLC 

(together “Nuveen” or “Defendants”) and alleges as follows: 

SUMMARY OF THE ACTION 

1. This case arises from a series of threatening, anticompetitive 

and defamatory communications made about Preston Hollow by John V. Miller 

(“Miller”), Nuveen’s head of municipal finance, Karen Davern, Nuveen’s head of 

municipal bond trading, and Steve Hlavin, a portfolio manager at Nuveen, to the 

leading broker-dealers in the municipal finance market, and to Preston Hollow’s 
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primary lender. Nuveen is one of the world’s largest institutional investors in 

municipal bonds, with municipal fixed income assets under management of more 

than $150 billion. Preston Hollow invests in high-yield municipal bonds, and is a 

relatively new, and much smaller, competitor of Nuveen’s. 

2. The unlawful and defamatory communications by Miller and 

his subordinates to broker-dealers and lenders in the municipal bond industry were 

made to certain broker-dealers in April 2018 and October 2018 and to the rest in 

December 2018 and January 2019 and include, among other things, false and 

defamatory statements about Preston Hollow and its business model.  The 

statements were intended to, and did, deprive Preston Hollow of future business 

opportunities. 

3. These communications from Miller and Nuveen employees 

working at his direction were specifically intended to harm Preston Hollow 

financially and, ultimately, to significantly impair Preston Hollow’s ability to 

compete against Nuveen for investment opportunities in the high yield municipal 

bond market.  The statements were intended to ultimately deprive issuers of the 

ability to freely choose to use Preston Hollow’s specialized services that Miller 

knows Nuveen cannot match without substantial changes to its staffing and 

operations. 

4. Preston Hollow originally commenced this action in the 
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Delaware Court of Chancery on February 28, 2019, asserting claims for tortious 

interference with contract, tortious interference with prospective business relations, 

and violations of New York’s antitrust statute called the Donnelly Act and seeking 

injunctive relief as a result of Nuveen’s tortious and unlawful conduct.  After 

granting Preston Hollow’s motion for expedited treatment and severing the 

pending defamation claim and transferring it to this Court, the Court of Chancery 

held a trial on Preston Hollow’s remaining claims on July 29 and 30, 2019.  

5. On April 9, 2020, Vice Chancellor Sam Glasscock of the Court 

of Chancery issued a Memorandum Opinion concluding that Nuveen committed 

tortious interference with Preston Hollow’s business relations.  Among other 

things, the Court of Chancery specifically found that (i) “Nuveen used threats and 

lies in a successful attempt to damage the Plaintiff in its business relationships”; 

(ii) Nuveen’s conduct constituted tortious interference with Preston Hollow’s 

business relations with six different broker-dealers (Goldman Sachs, JPMorgan, 

KeyBanc, Mesirow, Stifel, and Wells Fargo) and caused actual economic harm 

with respect to Preston Hollow’s relationship with each of those broker-dealers; 

(iii) recordings of calls between Miller and his associates and Goldman Sachs 

demonstrated that Nuveen either intentionally or recklessly lied to Goldman about 

Preston Hollow’s business practices, including misrepresentations that “that 

Preston Hollow lied to issuers, and [Nuveen] had evidence to support this 
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allegation when it had only rumors from the trading desk” and “that Preston 

Hollow’s ‘unethical practices’ had caught the attention of the states’ attorney 

generals who sent ‘nastygrams’”; and (iv) with respect to Nuveen’s 

communications with other broker-dealers that were not recorded, “the evidence 

leads [the Court] to believe they were part of the same pattern of conduct intended 

to end these broker-dealers’ relationships with Preston Hollow.”  

6. In the year since Preston Hollow commenced its injunction 

action in the Court of Chancery, it has become clear that Nuveen’s defamatory 

conduct has caused substantial and quantifiable economic harm to Preston Hollow.  

Prior to Nuveen’s tortious conduct, Preston Hollow had grown steadily since its 

inception, increasing its origination of new municipal bond transactions by 37% in 

2017 and 34% in 2018.  However, as a result of Nuveen’s defamation, Preston 

Hollow saw a drastic reduction in inquiries and interaction with broker-dealers 

beginning in January 2019.  That drastic reduction in interaction with broker-

dealers has resulted in a similarly drastic reduction in Preston Hollow’s business 

and a decline in origination of new municipal bond transactions in 2019.  This loss 

of business has caused significant economic harm to Preston Hollow.    

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

7. This Court has jurisdiction over Nuveen LLC, Nuveen 

Investments, Inc., Nuveen Securities LLC, and Nuveen Asset Management LLC 
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pursuant to 6 Del. C. § 18-109 and 10 Del. C. § 3111. 

THE PARTIES 

8. Plaintiff Preston Hollow Capital LLC is a limited liability 

company organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware.  

9. Defendant Nuveen LLC is a limited liability company 

organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware. 

10. Defendant Nuveen Investments, Inc. is a corporation organized 

and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware. 

11. Defendant Nuveen Securities LLC is a limited liability 

company organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware. 

12. Defendant Nuveen Asset Management LLC is a limited liability 

company organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware. 

13. All of the statements made and actions taken by Miller and 

those working at his direction as alleged herein were done within the course and 

scope of his employment with Nuveen. 

FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

A. The Municipal Bond Market 

14. Municipal bonds are debt securities issued by cities, counties, 

states, and other governmental or non-profit entities to fund day-to-day obligations 

and to finance specific projects such as schools, hospitals, higher education 
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facilities and other public works that benefit local communities. The municipal 

bond market is comprised of over one million distinct municipal securities, issued 

by more than 50,000 different issuers, with approximately $3.8 trillion in 

outstanding securities. Issuers work with independent financial advisors to evaluate 

the benefits and costs of issuing municipal bonds. The bonds generally pay interest 

that is exempt from federal, and sometimes state, income taxes.  

15. Approximately 90% of municipal bonds are “investment 

grade,” which generally means they are rated BBB-/Baa3 or better by Moody’s and 

S&P.  The remaining 10% are rated lower than BBB-/Baa3 or are unrated, and are 

referred to as “high-yield” bonds.  Investment grade municipal bonds are primarily 

high-quality bonds with comparatively low default risk and yields.  These bonds 

typically go through a standardized origination process and are typically made 

available to investors through a public offering. 

16. The high-yield municipal market consists of municipal bonds 

with higher default risks, lower credit quality, and higher yields than investment 

grade municipal bonds.  High-yield municipal bonds are usually subject to 

extended negotiations between the various parties involved and can take longer to 

bring to the market than investment grade bond transactions. 

17. Municipal issuers frequently engage broker-dealers as 

investment bankers to facilitate the issuance of municipal bonds through the 
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provision of marketing, pricing, underwriting, closing and other services. The 

investment banker serves as an intermediary between the issuer and the prospective 

investors. 

18. For public offerings, a broker-dealer is required to act as an 

underwriter to ensure that the necessary due diligence has been performed.  For 

any type of offering, having a top-tier underwriter’s name affiliated with a 

municipal bond acts as a seal of approval for the transaction and enhances the 

value of the bonds in the secondary market. 

19. To finance investments in municipal bonds, investors like 

Preston Hollow and Nuveen often have financing arrangements with banks and 

broker-dealers. These arrangements allow investors to effectively finance the 

purchase of bonds at tax-exempt rates. They also create attractive revenue 

opportunities for banks and broker-dealers. 

20. Municipal bonds are issued through both public and private 

offerings.  Limited public offerings are a type of public offering where an issuer 

negotiates exclusively with one or more investors to buy all or a significant portion 

of the bonds offered.  In limited public offerings, an order is opened publicly by 

the underwriter, an investor’s order for most or all of the bond issue is placed, and 

the order is closed. Limited public offerings are commonplace in public finance 

and endorsed by the various parties involved in municipal bond deals, as they 
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provide the certainty of a private offering, but are subject to the same level of due 

diligence and underwriting as public offerings.  However, limited public offerings 

generally come with more risk than conventional public offerings, and traditionally 

carry higher yields due to the due diligence and underwriting required.  

21. From 2014 through early 2020, the demand for high-yield 

municipal bonds generally exceeded the supply of high-yield bonds available for 

investment.  This means that there were more investors with cash available to 

invest than there were municipal bonds being issued.  As a result, investors 

competed with each other to invest their assets in a limited number of municipal 

bonds. 

B. Preston Hollow’s Role in the Municipal Bond Market 

22. Preston Hollow was formed in 2014 as a finance company 

dedicated to making investments in municipal finance. It currently has 

approximately $2.2 billion in assets and $1.5 billion in equity capital from a 

diverse investor base comprised of founding management, institutional investors 

and family wealth organizations. 

23. Preston Hollow’s primary business is the origination and 

structuring of municipal finance transactions in which Preston Hollow purchases 

100% of the securities through negotiated agreements with the issuers, borrowers, 

underwriters and (where applicable) financial advisors (“100% placements”). 
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These transactions provide issuers with the benefit of Preston Hollow’s sector 

expertise, including flexible and customized solutions that meet an issuer’s specific 

needs.  

24. Preston Hollow is a permanent capital vehicle with a stable, 

secure funding source.  This insulates its investing activities from market forces 

including downturns in the municipal bond market.  Mutual funds like Nuveen, by 

contrast, are subject to withdrawals of capital on a daily basis which can impact a 

fund’s ability to purchase or hold bonds. 

25. Before Nuveen’s defamatory attacks, most of the transactions 

that Preston Hollow invests in were brought to Preston Hollow by broker-dealers.  

Although Preston Hollow sometimes can bring a potential transaction to a broker-

dealer, before Nuveen’s attacks the vast majority of Preston Hollow’s business 

opportunities came from broker-dealers notifying Preston Hollow of potential 

transactions. 

26. Purchasing through 100% placements allows Preston Hollow to 

benefit from the time, expertise, financial commitments, and resources it has 

dedicated to structuring and consummating transactions. 

27. Preston Hollow’s investments through limited public offerings 

are bespoke, highly negotiated transactions, frequently formulated through detailed 

credit analysis over many months, in which the issuer is typically represented by 
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independent registered financial advisors and bond counsel. The issuers also 

engage an underwriter for the transaction, which is separately represented by 

underwriter’s counsel.  Rates, term and structure are often agreed to months before 

the bonds are issued. 

28. To provide these specialized services, Preston Hollow staffs a 

deep bench of municipal finance bankers, lawyers, credit analysts and financial 

engineers to review and analyze potential municipal transactions. This enables 

Preston Hollow to tailor investments to the specific needs of particular issuers 

while meeting Preston Hollow’s credit underwriting specifications and return 

criteria. 

29. Preston Hollow seeks investments that promote a positive 

social impact, financing essential projects and services that benefit local 

communities, particularly those in economically disadvantaged areas.  

30. Despite the municipal bond supply shortages referenced above, 

Preston Hollow saw significant growth in its municipal bond portfolio from its 

inception in 2014 through 2018, from $110 million to approximately $1.7 billion 

by the end of 2018.  The market for high-yield municipal bonds was down by 

approximately 25% from 2017 through 2018, but Preston Hollow’s origination 

volume increased by 34% during that time.  Despite the existence of a seller’s 

market since 2014, Preston Hollow was able to use its unique business strategy to 
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achieve consistent year-over-year growth from inception through 2018. 

31. Preston Hollow’s ability to invest in municipal bonds is highly 

dependent upon its relationship with broker-dealers, since the investment bankers    

are able to identify which of their issuer clients and transactions will benefit from 

Preston Hollow’s unique positioning and sector expertise.  

32. Additionally, since Preston Hollow is not a broker-dealer, it 

will sometimes arrange for a broker-dealer to be engaged to serve as underwriter 

for transactions that Preston Hollow directly sources. 

33. Preston Hollow frequently utilizes the financing arrangements 

described in paragraph 20 above to fund its municipal bond investments. 

34. When, as a result of Nuveen’s improper conduct, broker-dealers 

ceased making Preston Hollow aware of investment opportunities, and when they 

refused to serve as underwriter for transactions that Preston Hollow directly 

originated, Preston Hollow’s business of investing in municipal bonds that are the 

product of its custom-structured solutions was significantly impaired. 

35. Likewise, Preston Hollow’s business would be significantly 

impaired if lenders and broker-dealers refused to provide financing for Preston 

Hollow’s investments. 

C. Nuveen’s Role in the Municipal Finance Market 

36. Nuveen is an asset management firm that invests on behalf of 
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retail and institutional investors, with approximately $160 billion in municipal 

assets and $27 billion in high-yield municipal bond funds as of 2019.  Nuveen is 

80-times  

larger than Preston Hollow in terms of total municipal bonds, and 13.5 times larger 

in just the high-yield market. 

37. Nuveen is the nation’s largest manager of high yield municipal 

bond mutual funds.  It is, in its own words, “the largest high-yield muni shop in the 

world.” This gives Nuveen broad market power and influence with municipal 

broker-dealers and lenders, who derive significant annual revenue from 

transactions with Nuveen-managed funds. 

38. Nuveen’s municipal bond department is run by John Miller.   

Miller manages a team of employees, including Karen Davern and Steve Hlavin. 

Davern is Nuveen’s head municipal trader, and Hlavin is a portfolio manager. 

D. Nuveen’s Inability to Participate in Recent Preston Hollow Investments 

39. Beginning in approximately early 2017, Preston Hollow began 

to hear through various municipal finance market participants that Miller and 

Nuveen were taking an aggressive posture toward institutions who were 

conducting business with Preston Hollow. Though troubling, Preston Hollow 

initially considered these incidents to be isolated. Reports of these incidents 

increased in frequency throughout 2018, however, reaching a crescendo in 
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December 2018. 

40. In late 2018, Preston Hollow closed two municipal bond 

investments through limited public offerings to finance improvements and 

refinance previous debt at universities, referred to herein as Howard University and 

Roosevelt University. Because these investments were made available by broker-

dealers through limited public offerings that were negotiated and structured by 

Preston Hollow as 100% placements, Nuveen was unable to participate in the 

purchase of the municipal bonds. Long before the bonds were issued, each 

Borrower entered into a term sheet with Preston Hollow after receiving approval 

from its board, outlining the material terms of the transaction including security 

and rates. Each Borrower was represented by counsel and a financial advisor in its 

respective transaction. 

41.  In or around November 2018, Preston Hollow closed an 

approximately $32 million bond with Howard University, to help finance the 

construction of a student housing facility (the “Howard Quad Bonds”). The 

Howard Quad Bonds are not backed by the full faith and credit of Howard 

University, and do not enjoy a first lien mortgage or a revenue pledge as collateral 

other than revenues generated by the asset itself.  Preston Hollow is responsible for 

any excess costs and fees associated with constructing the facility. Bank of 

America served as the broker-dealer and underwriter for the Howard Quad Bonds. 
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42. Nuveen had previously purchased bonds issued by Howard 

University, but those bonds were general obligation bonds backed by the full faith 

and credit of Howard University, and thus had a lower yield than Preston Hollow’s 

Howard Quad Bonds. 

43. Preston Hollow also invested approximately $200 million in 

municipal bonds issued by Roosevelt University to restructure debt in an effort to 

provide relief from prior debt service obligations (the “Roosevelt University 

Bonds”, and together with the Howard Quad Bonds, the “University Bonds”). 

Wells Fargo served as the broker-dealer and underwriter for the Roosevelt 

University Bonds. 

44. As the investor in the University Bonds, Preston Hollow 

performed many months of due diligence and structuring efforts and incurred 

significant out-of-pocket legal and consulting expense on each of the deals.  

45. Given the time and effort exerted by Preston Hollow to 

negotiate, structure and close the University Bonds, and Preston Hollow’s 

commitment of capital several months in advance at previously agreed-upon 

interest rates, the University Bonds were made available to Preston Hollow 

through limited public offerings in which Preston Hollow was offered –100% of 

the bonds issued. 
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E. Miller’s Unlawful Conduct Following Preston Hollow’s Investments 

46. Having missed out on the opportunity to invest in the 

University Bonds, Miller and his staff at Nuveen engaged in a campaign of slander 

and intimidation to coerce and prevent broker-dealers from doing business with 

Preston Hollow.  In or around December 2018, Miller and his staff initiated a 

series of phone calls and meetings with representatives of substantially all of the 

leading broker-dealers covering the municipal bond market, including Goldman 

Sachs & Co. (“Goldman”), Morgan Stanley & Co. (“MS”), and others.  In these 

calls, Miller and his associates made false and defamatory statements about 

Preston Hollow in conjunction with threats, in efforts to persuade the broker-

dealers to cease engaging in limited public offerings with Preston Hollow.  The 

false and defamatory statements about Preston Hollow’s business practices were 

intended to create the impression that Preston Hollow was a risky counterparty and 

therefore persuade the broker-dealers not to do business with Preston Hollow.  

47. Beginning on or about December 20 and 21, 2018, Miller and 

his team placed calls to Deutsche Bank, Preston Hollow’s primary lender, to 

demand that Deutsche Bank unwind current financing transactions with Preston 

Hollow, totaling over $400 million.  In these calls, Miller and Hlavin made 

numerous false and defamatory statements concerning Preston Hollow. 

48. Regulated institutions that trade in derivatives are required to 
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record telephone calls and their employees are required to conduct business upon 

these recorded lines. Accordingly, the calls to Deutsche Bank, MS, and Goldman 

were recorded. 

49. Recordings of these calls reveal that Miller and his associates 

made numerous false statements to broker-dealers about Preston Hollow.  These 

statements were either intentionally false or manifested reckless disregard for the 

truth in order to harm Preston Hollow’s business.  

F. Nuveen Falsely Told Broker-Dealers that Preston Hollow Lied to Borrowers  

50. During his December 20, 2018 call with Deutsche Bank, 

Miller’s subordinate, Steve Hlavin, told Deutsche Bank that Preston Hollow was 

“just sitting in front of issuers lying to them. I mean, what they told Roosevelt 

University in front of Wells Fargo was just an outright lie and they were . . . 

directly bashing Nuveen to the issuer.”  

51. On January 10, 2019, Hlavin again told Deutsche Bank that 

Preston Hollow was “lying to” borrowers and compared Preston Hollow to a 

salesman “knocking on your door saying: Hey, your water heater is about to break.  

You don’t know it, but it’s about to break.  And if you buy insurance from me right 

now, I’ll protect you.”  

52. Hlavin lacked any good faith basis to make these statements, 

which are false.  
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53. Miller made similar statements to broker-dealers without any 

good faith basis.  During his December 20, 2018 call with Goldman, Miller told 

Maple that “issuers are being told things that are not true” by Preston Hollow. 

54. Miller lacked any good faith basis to make these statements, 

which are false.  

G. Nuveen Falsely Told Broker-Dealers that Preston Hollow “Fleeced” 
Borrowers  

55. On December 21, 2018, Miller falsely asserted to Deutsche 

Bank that Roosevelt University got “fleeced” in its transaction with Preston 

Hollow.   

56. Miller lacked any good faith basis for this statement.  Miller did 

not know the circumstances of the deal, and never spoke to anyone at Roosevelt 

University or any other borrower about transactions with Preston Hollow.  In fact, 

Roosevelt University had a number of advisors and counsel involved on its behalf, 

and its CFO has stated under oath that Roosevelt obtained the best possible terms 

from Preston Hollow.     

H. Nuveen Falsely Told Broker-Dealers that Preston Hollow Engages in 
Predatory Lending  

57. Within Nuveen, “predatory lending” is understood to mean 

“taking advantage of an unsophisticated borrower.”  

58. On December 20, 2018, Hlavin repeatedly told Deutsche Bank 
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that Preston Hollow engaged in “predatory lending.”   

59. On January 10, 2019, Hlavin again repeatedly asserted to 

Deutsche Bank that Preston Hollow has engaged in “predatory” lending practices.  

60. On December 21, Miller told Deutsche Bank that there were 

problems with Preston Hollow’s deals “because of the predatory nature of the way 

in which they’re pitched and prepackaged between Preston and the issuer.”   He 

also accused Deutsche Bank of providing Preston Hollow with the money that 

enabled predatory lending practices. 

61. Miller also described Preston Hollow as “predatory” during his 

December 20, 2018 call with Goldman.  Miller told Goldman that issuers were 

falling for Preston Hollow’s “predatory practices” after being subjected to 

“predatory sales pitch[es].”    

62. Miller has stated under oath that “predatory” meant preying on 

unsophisticated borrowers. 

63. The statements that Preston Hollow engaged in predatory 

lending practices were false and made without any good faith basis. 

64. Neither Miller, Hlavin, nor anyone else at Nuveen had (i) 

reviewed transaction documents for Preston Hollow deals, (ii) spoken to Preston 

Hollow borrowers, or (iii) had any reliable factual information regarding the 

negotiations of those deals, although all of this information was available.  They 
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knew that high yields were not an indication of “predatory” lending, since Nuveen 

also regularly engages in municipal bond transactions in which the yields are equal 

to or higher than the yields on Preston Hollow transactions. 

I. Nuveen Falsely Claimed that Preston Hollow Deals Were “Rushed” and 
“Covenant-light”  

65. On January 10, 2019, Hlavin told Deutsche Bank that Preston 

Hollow would weaken or remove important covenants from the documents 

governing its transactions, creating securities that are bad for the municipal bond 

market.   During his call with Goldman, Miller said that Preston Hollow would 

“rush the issuer into” transactions that were “covenant light, no covenant, 

whatever.”   

66. During the December 21, 2018 call with Deutsche Bank, Miller 

said that broker-dealers “rushed” Preston Hollow deals through without being 

evaluated.   

67. These statements were false and made without any good faith 

basis. 

68. Neither Miller nor Hlavin reviewed the transaction documents 

of Preston Hollow deals and had no knowledge of the covenants in the 

transactions.  When asked under oath, they were unable to identify a single 

transaction in which the issuer was rushed.  In particular, although Miller and 
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Hlavin told broker-dealers that Preston Hollow had rushed Roosevelt University 

through a transaction, the timeline for the Roosevelt University Bonds was driven 

by Roosevelt University’s need to secure funding before its fiscal year ended and 

not by Preston Hollow.  Nuveen knew or should have known this since it was a 

holder of Roosevelt University’s outstanding bonds.   

J. Nuveen Falsely Asserted that It Had Evidence of Preston Hollow’s 
Purported Misconduct  

69. When discussing Preston Hollow with Goldman on December 

20, 2018, Miller claimed that “there were some unethical practices that have 

caught the attention of the states’ attorney generals, [who] in some cases, have 

written nastygrams to Preston Hollow saying Don’t come into my town again.” 

70. In fact, no single attorney general, much less multiple “states’ 

attorney generals,” ever investigated or threatened Preston Hollow.  

71. Miller knew his statement was false at the time and 

nevertheless made the statement to Goldman in order to injure Preston Hollow. 

72. Miller also told Goldman that “we do have a lot of evidence” to 

support his statements about Preston Hollow’s purported lies to issuers and 

predatory conduct.  That was false, and Miller knew Nuveen had no such 

“evidence.” 

73. Hlavin similarly told Deutsche Bank that “[w]e have direct 
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evidence they’re lying to them [i.e., borrowers].”  That was false; Hlavin has 

admitted that Nuveen had no such “direct evidence.” 

K. Nuveen Made Similar Defamatory Statements to Other Broker-Dealers  

74. Audio recordings exist for only a fraction of the calls Nuveen 

admittedly made to municipal market participants in 2018 and early 2019.  

However, the similarities and repeated statements, phrases and themes used by 

Nuveen employees to disparage Preston Hollow in the recorded calls reflect a 

pattern of defamatory conduct that Nuveen engaged in with other broker-dealers. 

75. For example, emails reveal that in an unrecorded call with Bank 

of America where Nuveen intended to persuade Bank of America not to do 100% 

placements with Preston Hollow, Miller “dumped two years of research” on Bank 

of America.   

76. The ‘two years of research” refers to the same false and 

defamatory statements about Preston Hollow that Miller and his associates made 

contemporaneously to Deutsche Bank, Goldman, and other broker-dealers.  

77. Indeed, Vice Chancellor Glasscock found that “the evidence 

leads [the Court] to believe” that communications with other broker-dealers 

JPMorgan, KeyBanc, Mesirow, Stifel, and Wells Fargo that were not recorded 

“were part of the same pattern of conduct intended to end these broker-dealers’ 

relationships with Preston Hollow.” 
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L. The Impact of Nuveen’s Defamatory Conduct 

78. Nuveen’s campaign of defamation against Preston Hollow has 

resulted in substantial economic harm to Preston Hollow.  Most of the leading 

broker-dealers in the industry either have ceased working with Preston Hollow on 

100% placements or will do so only if Preston Hollow originates the transactions. 

79. Following Nuveen’s defamatory communications with the 

broker-dealers, Preston Hollow was unable to find a top-tier broker-dealer to act as 

underwriter for a subsequent 100% placement with Howard University, although 

Bank of America, JPMorgan, and Goldman all had expressed interest in the 

transaction before Nuveen’s tortious conduct.   

80. As of January 2019, Preston Hollow was engaged in 

discussions with Goldman regarding twelve different transactions and Goldman 

viewed Preston Hollow as an important part of its business plan going forward.  

Since Nuveen’s defamatory communications about Preston Hollow to Goldman, 

however, all discussions with Goldman regarding those twelve transactions ceased 

and Preston Hollow is no longer working with Goldman on 100% placements.    

81. More generally, Preston Hollow has seen a drastic reduction in 

inquiries and interaction with broker-dealers beginning in January 2019 as a result 

of Nuveen’s tortious conduct.  

82. That drastic reduction in interaction with broker-dealers 
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resulted in a significant reduction in Preston Hollow’s pipeline activity and 

origination of new municipal bond transactions in 2019.   

83. Despite tight supply of municipal bonds since Preston Hollow 

was founded in 2014 and strong competition (from Nuveen and others) to buy new 

issuances of municipal bonds, Preston Hollow successfully grew its municipal 

bond portfolio since its inception from $110 million to approximately $1.7 billion 

by the end of 2018.  Preston Hollow’s origination of new municipal bond 

transactions grew by 39% from 2016 to 2017 and 34% from 2017 to 2018.  

Accordingly, the decline is in Preston Hollow’s origination of new municipal bond 

transactions is directly attributable to Nuveen’s tortious conduct.    

84. The impact of Nuveen’s campaign of defamation against 

Preston Hollow on Preston Hollow’s reputation and its ability to originate and 

execute new municipal bond transactions has caused Preston Hollow to suffer 

damages in the past, and such damages in all reasonable likelihood will continue 

into the future, including but not limited to lost profits. The economic and 

reputational injury Preston Hollow has suffered and will suffer – including general 

and special damages - exceeds $100 million. 

85. John Miller and his subordinates occupy the same positions of 

power and influence at Nuveen that they held during their attacks upon PHC as 

described in this pleading. They have stated under oath that they believe they did 
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nothing wrong, and there is every reason to believe they will continue their pattern 

of intentional and reckless defamatory behavior toward Preston Hollow Capital 

and others with whom they are displeased in the municipal finance industry unless 

Nuveen is punished for their conduct. Consequently, an award of exemplary 

damages is appropriate to punish Nuveen for the outrageous conduct of its 

employees, and to deter Nuveen from such conduct in the future. 

CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Defamation) 

86. Preston Hollow re-alleges the allegations set forth above. 

87. Miller and other Nuveen employees acting at his direction  

made defamatory statements about Preston Hollow’s business activities, including 

that Preston Hollow lies to borrowers, engages in predatory or illegal or unethical 

lending practices, that numerous state attorney generals were investigating Preston 

Hollow, and  that Nuveen was in possession of evidence to prove those 

accusations.   

88. Miller and other Nuveen employees acting at his direction 

published these statements to Goldman, MS, Bank of America, JPMorgan, 

KeyBanc, Mesirow, Stifel, and Wells Fargo. 

89. Preston Hollow devotes substantial time and resources to 

ensure that the municipal bonds it invests in are subject to proper due diligence and 
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underwriting. Preston Hollow’s transactions are thoroughly negotiated and legally 

and prudently constructed, with counterparties who are represented by 

sophisticated municipal finance professionals. 

90. The false statements about Preston Hollow’s business activities 

by Miller and other Nuveen employees acting at his direction have injured Preston 

Hollow, as (among other things) (i) Miller has claimed that several broker-dealers 

committed to discontinue or curtail doing business with Preston Hollow as a result 

of his defamatory statements and threats, diminishing Preston Hollow’s access to 

the municipal bond market; (ii) with respect to a particular 100% transaction with 

Howard University, Preston Hollow had to restructure the transaction, adversely 

impacting the value and liquidity of the bond; (iii) Nuveen’s defamatory 

statements resulted in termination of discussions between Preston Hollow and 

Goldman regarding twelve different specific opportunities that they were 

discussing as of the date of Nuveen’s misconduct; and (iv) immediately following 

the defamatory statements by Miller and others working at his direction in late 

December 2018, contacts and inquiries from broker-dealers to Preston Hollow 

about potential deals trailed off drastically, which resulted in a significant decline 

in originations in 2019. 

91. The statements about Preston Hollow’s business activities by 

Miller and other Nuveen employees acting at his direction are unprivileged, as they 
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were published by business associates in a business setting and are not afforded 

protection under the law. 

92. The false statements about Preston Hollow’s business activities 

by Miller and other Nuveen employees acting at his direction were intended to, and 

did, injure Preston Hollow in its trade or business and therefore constitute per se 

defamation. 

93. The false statements about Preston Hollow’s business activities 

by Miller and other Nuveen employees acting at his direction caused damages to 

Preston Hollow in an amount to be proven at trial but not less than $100 million.  

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, Preston Hollow respectfully requests that this Court: 

A. Award Preston Hollow compensatory damages as determined at 

trial, including general and special damages in an amount of no 

less than $100 million;  

B. Award Preston Hollow punitive damages; 

C. Award Preston Hollow its costs, including its reasonable 

attorneys’ fees; and 

D. Order such other, further, and general relief as is just and 

proper. 
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	summary of the action
	1. This case arises from a series of threatening, anticompetitive and defamatory communications made about Preston Hollow by John V. Miller (“Miller”), Nuveen’s head of municipal finance, Karen Davern, Nuveen’s head of municipal bond trading, and Stev...
	2. The unlawful and defamatory communications by Miller and his subordinates to broker-dealers and lenders in the municipal bond industry were made to certain broker-dealers in April 2018 and October 2018 and to the rest in December 2018 and January 2...
	3. These communications from Miller and Nuveen employees working at his direction were specifically intended to harm Preston Hollow financially and, ultimately, to significantly impair Preston Hollow’s ability to compete against Nuveen for investment ...
	4. Preston Hollow originally commenced this action in the Delaware Court of Chancery on February 28, 2019, asserting claims for tortious interference with contract, tortious interference with prospective business relations, and violations of New York’...
	5. On April 9, 2020, Vice Chancellor Sam Glasscock of the Court of Chancery issued a Memorandum Opinion concluding that Nuveen committed tortious interference with Preston Hollow’s business relations.  Among other things, the Court of Chancery specifi...
	6. In the year since Preston Hollow commenced its injunction action in the Court of Chancery, it has become clear that Nuveen’s defamatory conduct has caused substantial and quantifiable economic harm to Preston Hollow.  Prior to Nuveen’s tortious con...
	jurisdiction and Venue
	7. This Court has jurisdiction over Nuveen LLC, Nuveen Investments, Inc., Nuveen Securities LLC, and Nuveen Asset Management LLC pursuant to 6 Del. C. § 18-109 and 10 Del. C. § 3111.
	the parties
	8. Plaintiff Preston Hollow Capital LLC is a limited liability company organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware.
	9. Defendant Nuveen LLC is a limited liability company organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware.
	10. Defendant Nuveen Investments, Inc. is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware.
	11. Defendant Nuveen Securities LLC is a limited liability company organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware.
	12. Defendant Nuveen Asset Management LLC is a limited liability company organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware.
	13. All of the statements made and actions taken by Miller and those working at his direction as alleged herein were done within the course and scope of his employment with Nuveen.
	factual background
	14. Municipal bonds are debt securities issued by cities, counties, states, and other governmental or non-profit entities to fund day-to-day obligations and to finance specific projects such as schools, hospitals, higher education facilities and other...
	15. Approximately 90% of municipal bonds are “investment grade,” which generally means they are rated BBB-/Baa3 or better by Moody’s and S&P.  The remaining 10% are rated lower than BBB-/Baa3 or are unrated, and are referred to as “high-yield” bonds. ...
	16. The high-yield municipal market consists of municipal bonds with higher default risks, lower credit quality, and higher yields than investment grade municipal bonds.  High-yield municipal bonds are usually subject to extended negotiations between ...
	17. Municipal issuers frequently engage broker-dealers as investment bankers to facilitate the issuance of municipal bonds through the provision of marketing, pricing, underwriting, closing and other services. The investment banker serves as an interm...
	18. For public offerings, a broker-dealer is required to act as an underwriter to ensure that the necessary due diligence has been performed.  For any type of offering, having a top-tier underwriter’s name affiliated with a municipal bond acts as a se...
	19. To finance investments in municipal bonds, investors like Preston Hollow and Nuveen often have financing arrangements with banks and broker-dealers. These arrangements allow investors to effectively finance the purchase of bonds at tax-exempt rate...
	20. Municipal bonds are issued through both public and private offerings.  Limited public offerings are a type of public offering where an issuer negotiates exclusively with one or more investors to buy all or a significant portion of the bonds offere...
	21. From 2014 through early 2020, the demand for high-yield municipal bonds generally exceeded the supply of high-yield bonds available for investment.  This means that there were more investors with cash available to invest than there were municipal ...
	B. Preston Hollow’s Role in the Municipal Bond Market
	22. Preston Hollow was formed in 2014 as a finance company dedicated to making investments in municipal finance. It currently has approximately $2.2 billion in assets and $1.5 billion in equity capital from a diverse investor base comprised of foundin...
	23. Preston Hollow’s primary business is the origination and structuring of municipal finance transactions in which Preston Hollow purchases 100% of the securities through negotiated agreements with the issuers, borrowers, underwriters and (where appl...
	24. Preston Hollow is a permanent capital vehicle with a stable, secure funding source.  This insulates its investing activities from market forces including downturns in the municipal bond market.  Mutual funds like Nuveen, by contrast, are subject t...
	25. Before Nuveen’s defamatory attacks, most of the transactions that Preston Hollow invests in were brought to Preston Hollow by broker-dealers.  Although Preston Hollow sometimes can bring a potential transaction to a broker-dealer, before Nuveen’s ...
	26. Purchasing through 100% placements allows Preston Hollow to benefit from the time, expertise, financial commitments, and resources it has dedicated to structuring and consummating transactions.
	27. Preston Hollow’s investments through limited public offerings are bespoke, highly negotiated transactions, frequently formulated through detailed credit analysis over many months, in which the issuer is typically represented by independent registe...
	28. To provide these specialized services, Preston Hollow staffs a deep bench of municipal finance bankers, lawyers, credit analysts and financial engineers to review and analyze potential municipal transactions. This enables Preston Hollow to tailor ...
	29. Preston Hollow seeks investments that promote a positive social impact, financing essential projects and services that benefit local communities, particularly those in economically disadvantaged areas.
	30. Despite the municipal bond supply shortages referenced above, Preston Hollow saw significant growth in its municipal bond portfolio from its inception in 2014 through 2018, from $110 million to approximately $1.7 billion by the end of 2018.  The m...
	31. Preston Hollow’s ability to invest in municipal bonds is highly dependent upon its relationship with broker-dealers, since the investment bankers    are able to identify which of their issuer clients and transactions will benefit from Preston Holl...
	32. Additionally, since Preston Hollow is not a broker-dealer, it will sometimes arrange for a broker-dealer to be engaged to serve as underwriter for transactions that Preston Hollow directly sources.
	33. Preston Hollow frequently utilizes the financing arrangements described in paragraph 20 above to fund its municipal bond investments.
	34. When, as a result of Nuveen’s improper conduct, broker-dealers ceased making Preston Hollow aware of investment opportunities, and when they refused to serve as underwriter for transactions that Preston Hollow directly originated, Preston Hollow’s...
	35. Likewise, Preston Hollow’s business would be significantly impaired if lenders and broker-dealers refused to provide financing for Preston Hollow’s investments.
	C. Nuveen’s Role in the Municipal Finance Market
	36. Nuveen is an asset management firm that invests on behalf of retail and institutional investors, with approximately $160 billion in municipal assets and $27 billion in high-yield municipal bond funds as of 2019.  Nuveen is 80-times
	larger than Preston Hollow in terms of total municipal bonds, and 13.5 times larger in just the high-yield market.
	37. Nuveen is the nation’s largest manager of high yield municipal bond mutual funds.  It is, in its own words, “the largest high-yield muni shop in the world.” This gives Nuveen broad market power and influence with municipal broker-dealers and lende...
	38. Nuveen’s municipal bond department is run by John Miller.   Miller manages a team of employees, including Karen Davern and Steve Hlavin. Davern is Nuveen’s head municipal trader, and Hlavin is a portfolio manager.
	D. Nuveen’s Inability to Participate in Recent Preston Hollow Investments
	39. Beginning in approximately early 2017, Preston Hollow began to hear through various municipal finance market participants that Miller and Nuveen were taking an aggressive posture toward institutions who were conducting business with Preston Hollow...
	40. In late 2018, Preston Hollow closed two municipal bond investments through limited public offerings to finance improvements and refinance previous debt at universities, referred to herein as Howard University and Roosevelt University. Because thes...
	41.  In or around November 2018, Preston Hollow closed an approximately $32 million bond with Howard University, to help finance the construction of a student housing facility (the “Howard Quad Bonds”). The Howard Quad Bonds are not backed by the full...
	42. Nuveen had previously purchased bonds issued by Howard University, but those bonds were general obligation bonds backed by the full faith and credit of Howard University, and thus had a lower yield than Preston Hollow’s Howard Quad Bonds.
	43. Preston Hollow also invested approximately $200 million in municipal bonds issued by Roosevelt University to restructure debt in an effort to provide relief from prior debt service obligations (the “Roosevelt University Bonds”, and together with t...
	44. As the investor in the University Bonds, Preston Hollow performed many months of due diligence and structuring efforts and incurred significant out-of-pocket legal and consulting expense on each of the deals.
	45. Given the time and effort exerted by Preston Hollow to negotiate, structure and close the University Bonds, and Preston Hollow’s commitment of capital several months in advance at previously agreed-upon interest rates, the University Bonds were ma...
	E. Miller’s Unlawful Conduct Following Preston Hollow’s Investments
	46. Having missed out on the opportunity to invest in the University Bonds, Miller and his staff at Nuveen engaged in a campaign of slander and intimidation to coerce and prevent broker-dealers from doing business with Preston Hollow.  In or around De...
	47. Beginning on or about December 20 and 21, 2018, Miller and his team placed calls to Deutsche Bank, Preston Hollow’s primary lender, to demand that Deutsche Bank unwind current financing transactions with Preston Hollow, totaling over $400 million....
	48. Regulated institutions that trade in derivatives are required to record telephone calls and their employees are required to conduct business upon these recorded lines. Accordingly, the calls to Deutsche Bank, MS, and Goldman were recorded.
	49. Recordings of these calls reveal that Miller and his associates made numerous false statements to broker-dealers about Preston Hollow.  These statements were either intentionally false or manifested reckless disregard for the truth in order to har...
	F. Nuveen Falsely Told Broker-Dealers that Preston Hollow Lied to Borrowers
	50. During his December 20, 2018 call with Deutsche Bank, Miller’s subordinate, Steve Hlavin, told Deutsche Bank that Preston Hollow was “just sitting in front of issuers lying to them. I mean, what they told Roosevelt University in front of Wells Far...
	51. On January 10, 2019, Hlavin again told Deutsche Bank that Preston Hollow was “lying to” borrowers and compared Preston Hollow to a salesman “knocking on your door saying: Hey, your water heater is about to break.  You don’t know it, but it’s about...
	52. Hlavin lacked any good faith basis to make these statements, which are false.
	53. Miller made similar statements to broker-dealers without any good faith basis.  During his December 20, 2018 call with Goldman, Miller told Maple that “issuers are being told things that are not true” by Preston Hollow.
	54. Miller lacked any good faith basis to make these statements, which are false.
	G. Nuveen Falsely Told Broker-Dealers that Preston Hollow “Fleeced” Borrowers
	55. On December 21, 2018, Miller falsely asserted to Deutsche Bank that Roosevelt University got “fleeced” in its transaction with Preston Hollow.
	56. Miller lacked any good faith basis for this statement.  Miller did not know the circumstances of the deal, and never spoke to anyone at Roosevelt University or any other borrower about transactions with Preston Hollow.  In fact, Roosevelt Universi...
	H. Nuveen Falsely Told Broker-Dealers that Preston Hollow Engages in Predatory Lending
	57. Within Nuveen, “predatory lending” is understood to mean “taking advantage of an unsophisticated borrower.”
	58. On December 20, 2018, Hlavin repeatedly told Deutsche Bank that Preston Hollow engaged in “predatory lending.”
	59. On January 10, 2019, Hlavin again repeatedly asserted to Deutsche Bank that Preston Hollow has engaged in “predatory” lending practices.
	60. On December 21, Miller told Deutsche Bank that there were problems with Preston Hollow’s deals “because of the predatory nature of the way in which they’re pitched and prepackaged between Preston and the issuer.”   He also accused Deutsche Bank of...
	61. Miller also described Preston Hollow as “predatory” during his December 20, 2018 call with Goldman.  Miller told Goldman that issuers were falling for Preston Hollow’s “predatory practices” after being subjected to “predatory sales pitch[es].”
	62. Miller has stated under oath that “predatory” meant preying on unsophisticated borrowers.
	63. The statements that Preston Hollow engaged in predatory lending practices were false and made without any good faith basis.
	64. Neither Miller, Hlavin, nor anyone else at Nuveen had (i) reviewed transaction documents for Preston Hollow deals, (ii) spoken to Preston Hollow borrowers, or (iii) had any reliable factual information regarding the negotiations of those deals, al...
	I. Nuveen Falsely Claimed that Preston Hollow Deals Were “Rushed” and “Covenant-light”
	65. On January 10, 2019, Hlavin told Deutsche Bank that Preston Hollow would weaken or remove important covenants from the documents governing its transactions, creating securities that are bad for the municipal bond market.   During his call with Gol...
	66. During the December 21, 2018 call with Deutsche Bank, Miller said that broker-dealers “rushed” Preston Hollow deals through without being evaluated.
	67. These statements were false and made without any good faith basis.
	68. Neither Miller nor Hlavin reviewed the transaction documents of Preston Hollow deals and had no knowledge of the covenants in the transactions.  When asked under oath, they were unable to identify a single transaction in which the issuer was rushe...
	J. Nuveen Falsely Asserted that It Had Evidence of Preston Hollow’s Purported Misconduct
	69. When discussing Preston Hollow with Goldman on December 20, 2018, Miller claimed that “there were some unethical practices that have caught the attention of the states’ attorney generals, [who] in some cases, have written nastygrams to Preston Hol...
	70. In fact, no single attorney general, much less multiple “states’ attorney generals,” ever investigated or threatened Preston Hollow.
	71. Miller knew his statement was false at the time and nevertheless made the statement to Goldman in order to injure Preston Hollow.
	72. Miller also told Goldman that “we do have a lot of evidence” to support his statements about Preston Hollow’s purported lies to issuers and predatory conduct.  That was false, and Miller knew Nuveen had no such “evidence.”
	73. Hlavin similarly told Deutsche Bank that “[w]e have direct evidence they’re lying to them [i.e., borrowers].”  That was false; Hlavin has admitted that Nuveen had no such “direct evidence.”
	K. Nuveen Made Similar Defamatory Statements to Other Broker-Dealers
	74. Audio recordings exist for only a fraction of the calls Nuveen admittedly made to municipal market participants in 2018 and early 2019.  However, the similarities and repeated statements, phrases and themes used by Nuveen employees to disparage Pr...
	75. For example, emails reveal that in an unrecorded call with Bank of America where Nuveen intended to persuade Bank of America not to do 100% placements with Preston Hollow, Miller “dumped two years of research” on Bank of America.
	76. The ‘two years of research” refers to the same false and defamatory statements about Preston Hollow that Miller and his associates made contemporaneously to Deutsche Bank, Goldman, and other broker-dealers.
	77. Indeed, Vice Chancellor Glasscock found that “the evidence leads [the Court] to believe” that communications with other broker-dealers JPMorgan, KeyBanc, Mesirow, Stifel, and Wells Fargo that were not recorded “were part of the same pattern of con...
	L. The Impact of Nuveen’s Defamatory Conduct
	78. Nuveen’s campaign of defamation against Preston Hollow has resulted in substantial economic harm to Preston Hollow.  Most of the leading broker-dealers in the industry either have ceased working with Preston Hollow on 100% placements or will do so...
	79. Following Nuveen’s defamatory communications with the broker-dealers, Preston Hollow was unable to find a top-tier broker-dealer to act as underwriter for a subsequent 100% placement with Howard University, although Bank of America, JPMorgan, and ...
	80. As of January 2019, Preston Hollow was engaged in discussions with Goldman regarding twelve different transactions and Goldman viewed Preston Hollow as an important part of its business plan going forward.  Since Nuveen’s defamatory communications...
	81. More generally, Preston Hollow has seen a drastic reduction in inquiries and interaction with broker-dealers beginning in January 2019 as a result of Nuveen’s tortious conduct.
	82. That drastic reduction in interaction with broker-dealers resulted in a significant reduction in Preston Hollow’s pipeline activity and origination of new municipal bond transactions in 2019.
	83. Despite tight supply of municipal bonds since Preston Hollow was founded in 2014 and strong competition (from Nuveen and others) to buy new issuances of municipal bonds, Preston Hollow successfully grew its municipal bond portfolio since its incep...
	84. The impact of Nuveen’s campaign of defamation against Preston Hollow on Preston Hollow’s reputation and its ability to originate and execute new municipal bond transactions has caused Preston Hollow to suffer damages in the past, and such damages ...
	85. John Miller and his subordinates occupy the same positions of power and influence at Nuveen that they held during their attacks upon PHC as described in this pleading. They have stated under oath that they believe they did nothing wrong, and there...
	cause of action
	(Defamation)
	86. Preston Hollow re-alleges the allegations set forth above.
	87. Miller and other Nuveen employees acting at his direction  made defamatory statements about Preston Hollow’s business activities, including that Preston Hollow lies to borrowers, engages in predatory or illegal or unethical lending practices, that...
	88. Miller and other Nuveen employees acting at his direction published these statements to Goldman, MS, Bank of America, JPMorgan, KeyBanc, Mesirow, Stifel, and Wells Fargo.
	89. Preston Hollow devotes substantial time and resources to ensure that the municipal bonds it invests in are subject to proper due diligence and underwriting. Preston Hollow’s transactions are thoroughly negotiated and legally and prudently construc...
	90. The false statements about Preston Hollow’s business activities by Miller and other Nuveen employees acting at his direction have injured Preston Hollow, as (among other things) (i) Miller has claimed that several broker-dealers committed to disco...
	91. The statements about Preston Hollow’s business activities by Miller and other Nuveen employees acting at his direction are unprivileged, as they were published by business associates in a business setting and are not afforded protection under the ...
	92. The false statements about Preston Hollow’s business activities by Miller and other Nuveen employees acting at his direction were intended to, and did, injure Preston Hollow in its trade or business and therefore constitute per se defamation.
	93. The false statements about Preston Hollow’s business activities by Miller and other Nuveen employees acting at his direction caused damages to Preston Hollow in an amount to be proven at trial but not less than $100 million.
	A. Award Preston Hollow compensatory damages as determined at trial, including general and special damages in an amount of no less than $100 million;
	B. Award Preston Hollow punitive damages;
	C. Award Preston Hollow its costs, including its reasonable attorneys’ fees; and
	D. Order such other, further, and general relief as is just and proper.

